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ABSTRACT ‘.‘

~~~~~ Offshore san d and gravel deposits constitute an extensive uditeral
resource whose importance and economic value increase steadily as on-
shore and lagoon al sources become wiavailab le . One major use of these
marine deposits is for beach nourishment where the aanwit of ini t ial

~~~~~ f i l l  material needed and the expected periodic renourishment require-
ments are usually estimated using f i l l  factor  and renourishment beach
fill andels , respectively. Textural properties of borrow site and
native beach sediments are used as the basic input for beach fill model
calculations. Alterations to borrow sediment texture properties by

k ~~ i dredging and handling techniques can s ignif icant ly  af fec t  both the pre—r

~~~ 

dicted response of the sediments a f t e r  placement in the beach envi ron-
ment and economic aspects of the project .

Two cases are examined where adequate data are availab le to quan —

() t i fy  some effects  of dredging and handling on sediment texture.  The
~ first , Rockeway Beach , NY , is a large , ongoing nourishment project  while
1 the second case at New River Inlet, NC , is an experiment designed, in

$_j J part, to provide handling—loss sedimentary data.
—I.

At Rockaway, sediments were dredged , barge d, rehandled and
LI... hydraulically pumped onto the beach. Sediment losses due to elutriation

of finer particle sizes during the dredging/barge—filling and rehandi—

C_’3 
ing/fill—placement phases of the project produced a f i l l  sediment that
was coarser and contained fewer sizes (better sorted) than the bottom
sediments dre dged. Approximately 10% of the sediments barge d to the

______ 
rehandling station were lost during rehandling and placement on the
beach.

Comparisons of dredged and predredged sediment textures at New
River Inlet indicate a handling loss of nearly 16% from the medium to
fine sand sizes (0.5 to 0.063 mm). These losses resulted in a dredged
sand that was about 0.14 mm coarser than predredged bottom sediments.

Conclusions to date from thia ongoing research e f fo rt are as
follows . Both cases studied indicate that the winnoving of fine sedi-
ments during handling operations produces f i l l  sands that are generally
coarser and better sorted than bottom sediments, and that these changes
tend to improve the predicted performan ce of fill  eediments . Volumetric
losses are fairly high for the examp le. presented and such losses de-
serve consideration when estimating the overfill  and renourishment
elements of project design.

1Survey Statistician, Coastal ~~ gineering Research Center , Ft Belvoir , VA

Appx ’ovoc~ for ~~ub 1j o release ;4.L~tX’ib~tj~~ uu.1.ii4ted.
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INT 1t~DUCTtON

Beach nourishment is one engineering solution for protec t ing
coastal regions from the effects of long—term shore erosion and from 

*
short—term erosive damage caused by specific storms or hurricanes. It
is also a fairly popular shore protection solution in the United States
becaus e nourishment tends to maintain the aesthetics and enhance the
recreational character  of an area , plus the federal gove rnment provides
subs tant ia l  funding support for many of these projects .  Today, f i l l
sediments are of ten  ‘ borrowed from of fshore  areas . Some reasons for
this trend are that o f f shore  sources are fa i r ly p l en t i fu l ; the o f f s h o r e
environment is less a f fec ted  by dre dging operations than more sensative
lagoonal environments; and because p lants  are now being designed that
can operate e f fec t ive ly  under the high ly variable wave and wind condi-
tion s common to exposed o f f shore  locations .

A beach f i l l  is shaped during construction to wi thstand  the wave s
and water levels ant icipated during a storm of design in tens i ty .  The
volume of sand p laced within  the f i l l  is intended to exceed both erosion
losses expected during the design storm as well as the long—term erosion
losses characterist ic of an area. The f i l l  can thus be though t of as a
sand reservoir wh ich may require periodic renourishmenc in orde r to per-
form as designed throughout the l i fe  of the p ro jec t .  ‘I\.,o questions that
arise are how mu ch sand is neede d to provide the intended protection
and how often will renourishment of the reservoir be needed? A~proxi —
mate answers to these questions can be obtained by analyzing the storm
and erosion histories of an area and determining from them, the design
storm , expected storm erosion losses , and yearly erosion losses . These
answers are approximate for beach f i l l  design purposes because the
physical and compositional properties of f i l l  sediments are not the same
as those found on the native beach . Therefore , more comp lex solutions
are required .

fleach f i l l  models currently emp loyed by the U .S .  Army Corp s of
Engineers use the comparison of textural characteristics of native
beach and borrow sediments in an a t tempt  to answer the questions above
(James , 1975; Hobson , l977a) . Composite grain size distributions are
compared to determine:

(a) Fill factors which are used to es t imate  the excess volume of
f i l l  sediments needed to sat isfy project dimensions where material  of
the same size characteristics as natural beach materials are unavail-
able , and;

(b) Renourishment factors  which predict the stability of poten-
tial f i l l  materials to erosion as compare d to native beach sediments.
The term “composite” is used here to identify the averaged grain size
distribution of sair~ les collected from the active native beach surface
and from cores (usually) of potential borrow sediments (see Hobson ,
1977a , for further discussion of colsposite5).

For both beach fill  medel~ the assunçtion is made that  natural
winn owing and sorting processes will medify f i l l  sediments unti l  their
textural and areal distribution resemble native beach sediments as
nearly as possible . A borrow sediment wi th  a composite texture that is
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finer and more poorly sorted than native beach sediments is expected to
be modified by selective removal from the finer grain sizes thus re-
quiring an in i t i a l  excess of borrow sediments to achieve project dimen-
sions as well as more f requent  renourishment than i f  na t ive—like  sedi-
ments had been used as f i l l .  Coarser or bet ter  sorted borrow sediments
would also be modif ied primarily through loss of the f iner  fract ions
although their modified composite texture would probably never com-
pletely match the native beach composite. Finally, it should be noted
that these models are simplistic approximations of highly complex
natural systems and that  the quali ty of e i ther  kind of model ca]cula—
tions is only as good as that of the compo~~ite properties used.

Dredging and Placement—Induced Sediment Losses: It has been
generally assumed that the composite distribution of the f i l l  materials
delivered to the beach will be the same as that  determined from samp les
collected at the borrow site . This assumption is not necessarily
correct since the texture of borrow sediments is often modified to some
degree during handling. Small modifications would probably not af fec t
composite calculations s i gn i f i c a n t ly because these calculations are
somewhat insensitive to subtle textural  variations . Large r variations
could affect  the calculated composite and thus a f i l l  factor or re—
nourishment calculation as well .

If handling losses are from those size fractions expected to be
removed during early f i l l  sediment modification then they can be con-
sidered fortuitous and a calculated f i l l  factor  would still apply . In
this case f i l l  requirements are met by the volun~ dre d ged rather than
the volume placed on the beach . Howeve r , a correction may be necessary
if in—p lace volume were used to satisfy an overfi l l  requirement or if
handling losses were from sediment sizes considered stable in the beach
environment.

Handling losses are usual ly caused by sediment elutriation and
occur during the dredging and placement phases of a beach f i l l  proj ect.

• I’ypically , fill materials are dredged from offshore borrow sites using
suction or cutterhead equipment, transported to the beach in hoppers or
pipelines and hy draulically placed on the beach. Sediment losses can
occur during dredging when a cutterhead or water  jets on a dre dge head
stir up bot tom sediments into the surrounding water  rather than pumping
them into the hopper or pipeline. When hoppers are used the sediment
slurry is allowed to overflow until  the bins are f i l led.  Sediments in
hoppers are usua lly recharged with water for p umpout , and again , an
overflow situation can occur. Finally,  suspended sediments are carried
down the beach slope and offshore during hydraulic placement of a f i l l .
In each case (dredging, overflowing, recharging, and hy draulic p lace—

~~nt)  some suspended sediment is either not dredged or not delivered on
the beach .

There are few cases where sediment losses of the types mentioned
above have been reported. Taney (1965) suggests b ases in excess of 80
percent in one experiment with the dredge COMBER where hopper overflow
was used to obtain suitable f i l l  materials by washing Out silts and
clays from a sub—marginal borrow source. In the spring of 1966 the
hopper dredge GOETHAL S was used to pump approximately 325 ,000 m3 of sand
onto the beach at Sea Girt , New Jersey. Maurielbo (1968) reports that

~
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elutriation losses resulted in a mean grain size for pumped sediment.
that was approximately 0.2 me larger than for the borrow sediments.
These sediment losses occurred as a result of overfill ing during
dre dging, and recharging during pumpout operations .

The handling loss examples cited above are based upon the
analysis of very few sediment samp les. The remainder of this paper
discusses two additional examples where suitable sediment—loss data were
obtained. The first , Rockaway Beach , was a beach nourishment projec t
planned and coordinated by the New York Army Corps Dis trict Off ice
whereas the second , New Rive r Inlet , was an experiment in North
Caro lina tha t was designed to quan t i fy  dredge—induced modifications to
sediment texture.

RO CKAWAY BEACH , NEW YORK

Project Description: Ro ckaway Beach ii within the Borough of
Queens, New York City , and occupies the easterly 9.6 km of the 16 km
long peninsula that separates the Atlantic Ocean and Jamaica Bay (Fig.
1). The beach has evolved ove r the past century in response to multiple
phases of ar t i f ic ia l  nourishment and provi des an importan t recreational
facil i ty for the people of New York C i ty .

General erosion and stotm damage conditions prompted authoriza—
tion in 1964 of a multiple purpose beach erosion contro l and hurricane
protection project for the ares (Nersesian , 1977 , discusses this pro-
jec t in detai l) .  The project was to include construction of a 5.5 m
high flood wall along the barrier , a 5.5 m high surge barrier across
the entrance to Jamaica Bay , and beach nourishment. Severe erosion
conditions in 1973 resulted in re—authorization of jus t the beach
nourishment phase of the project and the f i r s t  portion of this th ree—
phase resto ration wo rk was completed along the central 4.8 km segment
of the area during the summer of 1975 (“ Contract 1” , Fig. 1). The
Federal Government ’s share of the est imated 34.4 million dollar project ,
including periodic renourishmen t for a ten year period , is f i f t y  percent.

Three potential offshore borrow areas were investigated (Fig. 1)
using geophysical and coring techniques and , based upon grain size coin—
parisons of native beach and core d sediments plus factors such as loca-
tion, water depth and san d thickness, a borrow area in East Bank Shoal
was selected as the most suitable sand source for the Contract 1 phase
of nourishment. The method used by the contractor to complete this work
was to load scow barge s at the borrow site using the 61—cm (24—inch )
cutter suction dre d ge “Puerto Rico ”; tow the scow. 13 km through
Rockaway Inlet to a rehandling station on the lan dward aide of the
barrier; recharge the loads using high preasure water jet s; suction
pump the slurry through a pipeline laid across the barrier; and hydrau-
lically p lace the f i l l  along the project beach. Payment of $3.20 per
cubic meter was made for the 2 ,804 ,082 in3 pieced in this manner. Tot al
fill volume vs. determined by surveying material in—place on the beach
within the elevation limits of +3 in to —5.5 m, sea level datum (..l.d.).

L - — - 
-
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FIGURE 1 Rockaway Beach nourishment — Project Map .

Sampling: Table 1 shows the composite grain size distributions
(gsd) for Native Beach , Borrow , Scow—barge d and Placed Fill Sediments.
These distributions are shown in phi wiLts (Kruthein , 1938, where ~ —
— log2 d , and where d is particle diameter expressed in mi l l ime te r s ) .
Also included are the mean grain size (in phi and mill imeter uni ts)  and
phi sorting parameters for each composite.

The native beach composite is the ave ra ged gad for the suite of
pre—nourishment beach samples used as the “design sand” in the project
Design Memorandum (U .S. Army , 1974 , p. B3) .

The borrow composite is the average d gsd of sand samples from
cores #203 and #208 taken within the East Bank Shoal borrow area. These
sampled core s were 8.5 in and 4 ,6 in in len gth respectively.

The scow composite is the averaged gad from sediments taken from
29 scow loads sampled periodically during construction whereas the f i l l
composite is for sediments collected along the 29 beach profiles where
the scow loads were pumped. The profile. are spaced at 150 a intervals
along the project area; each profile was surveyed and aampled 5 days
(on the average) after fill placement; and sediments were collected at
+3, 0, —1. 8, —3.6 , and —5.5 m elevations (s.l .d .)  along each profi le.
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- 
- TAB LE 2 incremental  size frequency percentages; mean and

sort ing parameters;  and beach fill model predictions,
Rockaway Beach , New York , 1975

SEDIMENT SOURCE

Native Bottom Scow Fill
Beach Cores Barges Placed

Phi Size — 1 .0 3.6 1.2 0.1 0.2
—0 .5 0.6 1.4 0.4 0.3
0.0 1.1 2 .3  2 . 4 -  1.4
0 .5 2 . 7  4.1 8.3 9 .9
1.0 8.5 7.0 15.9 19.9
1.5 10.5 14.5 30.6 35.7
2 .0 25.0 24.0  27 .4  2 1.9
2 .5 38.0 24 .5  10.1 4.6
3.0 5.5 12.0 3.3 1.5
3.5 2.5 4.5 0.9 1.7
4 .0 1.0 3.0 0 .5  2.6

Mean Size (4) 1.69 1.85 1.31 1.24

Mean Size (mis) 0.31 0.28 0. 40 0.42

Sorting (4) 0.72 0.86 0.66 0.64

Fill Factor (R A) — 1.24 1.00 1.00

Renour ishnmnt
Factor CR 3) — 1.00 0.64 0.56

Distussion: The offshore borrow sediments available for this
nourishment project exhibit the coiim~ n characteristics of being finer
grained and more poorly sorted than na t ive  beach sediments. This rela-
tionship is reflected by a f i l l  factor (R A, Table I) that is greater
than unity (1.24) indicating that a loss of approximately 20% of the
original fill can be expected during the initial textural adjustments
of the filled section. These losses should be primarily due to the
winnowing of materials finer than 2 .5  phi (0.18 sin) which constitute a
greater proportion of the borrow versus native sediment sizes (Fig. 2) .
The renourishment factor of  wiity (R j ) predict, that the borrow sedi-
ments should erode at approximately the same rate as native materials.
The borrow sediments are finer grained than the beach sediments but
their greater sorting value (0.86 vs. 0.72 for the native) reflects a
slight excess of some coarser sizes which probably explains the pre-
diction of equal erosion rates.

blt.IL. •_—_- ~
- . 
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Both scow and f i l l  sediments are coarser gra ined and have
smaller sorting values than native beach or borrow sediments . From the
standpoint of beach fill model predictions , no overage is req uired i f
either sediment were used as f i l l , and both sediments are expected to
erode at slower rates than native sediments. The renourishment factors
of 0.64 and 0.56 indicate that scow—like sediments would last about 1.6
times as long and f i l l—like sediments about 1.8 times as lon g ss na t ive
beach sediments . Although these differences are small , they could
translate into significant savings where large renourishment volumes are
anticipated.

Handling losses are d i f f i cu l t  to determine fro m size data alone .
Nevertheless the textural  data in Table I and Fig. 2 do ref lect  changes
caused by these losses if  not the actual magnitudes themselves . Borrow
material was dredged , loaded into scows , rehandled , and then pumped onto
the beach . These operations could produc e three main episodes of sedi-
ment loss: (1) during the dredg ing and loading phase where the wa te r /
sedimen t slurry over f lowed  the scows unt i l  they were f u l l ;  (2) dur ing
the recharging and o f f load ing  phases; and (3) during the hydraul ic f ill
placement phase where certain particle sizes were carried seaward beyond
the —5.5 a (s.l.d.) depth surveyed for payment purposes. Comparison of
the borrow and scow composite ged’s allows an evaluation of the dredg-
ing/loading phase while the scow vs. fill comparison can be used to
evaluate the combined rehandling and p lacement phases.

S ign i f ican t  losses during dredging seem to be indicated by the
nearly 0.2 mm d i f ference  in mean grain size between the scow—barged and
bottom sediments (Fig. 2). There is also a decrease in phi sorting
associated with the dredging phase . These changes in texture are of the
type anticipated since considerable overwashing is required to f i l l  the
scows , and losses would be from those finer sediments that  are easily
elutriated during the overflow process. The volume of sediments lost is
d i f f i c u l t  to calculate . A survey of the borrow site , a f te r  dred g in g ,
has been made but , to date , these data have not been evaluated to pro-
vide an estimate of the sediment volume dredged.

The magnitude of the textural differences may well be mis leading
because very few samples from on1y two cores were available to describe
the texture of borrow sediments. This problem of scanty of fshore  data
is fairly common to beach nourishment projects , and the Rockaway pro jec t
is one of the better  sampled projects of this type. Signif icant ex-
pense and e f for t  went into collecting the geophysical (approximately
240 kin of trackline) and core data (45 cores) used to evaluate the 47
~jjm2 potential borrow area. However , only two of these cores and perhaps
2 km of trackline are availab le to reflect the subbottom characteristics
of the actual 1.3 km2 area selected for the project , suggesting borrow
source evaluations studies shoul d include both general area as well as
detailed area investigations to adequately assess available f i l l
materials.

The scow and beach fill data are excellent and again , handling
losses from the finer sizes can be used to explain the coarser and
slightly better sorted (smaller phi sorting) f i l l  materials.  The fill
sands were collected from 2 to 16 days after placement (average 5.3
day.). Beach profile surveys were also conducted before nourishment and

_
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at the same time the fill was sampled. Comparisons of the surveyed
volume differences and the volume transported by the scows indicate
that approximately 10% of the barged sediments were lost during re—
handling and placement (e .g .  3,130 ,854 in 3 barged vs. 2,804 ,082 a3 paid
for in—p lace on the beach).

Finally, the elements in these analyses are interdependent and
the results are often as good as the weakest element. Model predictions
depend upon composite properties, which depend on sampling coverage,
etc. The models look promising but are still being tested by monitoring
the performance of real beach f i l l s . The scow and fill sampling appears
adequate and the loss data reliable during placement. The sampling was
weakest for evaluating the offshore borrow sediments and the following
paragraphs describe an experiment designed to obtain better offshore
data to provide an actual example of dre dge and loading losses .

40

BEACH

BOTTOM—

~ 30 Scow —— !: ~. 
-

Z FILL ; It”\...,

Phi Un I t s
4.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25 0325 0.063

G R A I N  S I Z E  (mm. )

FIGURE 2 Incremental grain size distributions, Rockaway Beach ,
New York , 1975. Mean grain sizes indicated by vertical
lines and gap in native pat tern  (Data in Table I ) .

_________________________
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NEW RIVE R INLE T , NORTH CAROLINA

Description: This field experiment was conducted in con junc t ion
wi th  a maintenance dredging operation conducted by the Wilmington Corp s
of Engineers Dis t r ic t  o f f i c e .  The area dredged crosses a shoal complex
to provide boat access to New River Inlet , NC (Fig. 3). This ares is
characterized by hi gh energy waves and currents and usual ly  requires
yearly maintenance. Dredging of the channel was performed by the side—
caster dredge MERRITT into the split—hull barge CTJRR ITUC K which was
used to transport and p lace the sediments in a shallow (approximately
3 a) nearshore dump zone located about 1 km downcast from the inlet .

The dredge d sediments were pumped directly into the hopper barge
through the sidecaster ’s discharge pipe as the two vessels , joined bow—
to—bow isoved thro~gh the area. The hopper require d about 20 minutes to
t i l l  to its 214 a-’ capacity. Overflowing bega n a f t e r  about 3 minutes
of pumping and continued for the remaining 17 minutes of loading.
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FIGURE 3 Dredge and dump areas, and generalized sampling
plan for bo t tom sediments , New Rive r , NC.
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Sampling : Sediments from the native beach , dredge d shoal area ,
hopper barge , and overflow slurry were sampled. See Hobson ( 1977b) for
additional description of the sampling procedures .

Native beach sediments were characterized using fo r ty—five  sur-
face samp les that  were collected at 7.5 m intervals along one prof i le
line located in the area labeled “disposal site” on Fig. 3. This p ro-
file line extended normal to the beach from the storm berm offshore to
minus 4.5 a MSL. Divers used an anchored polypropelyene line to locate
the offshore sampling positions.

SCUBA divers also collected 66 bottom samples from the channel
area to be dredged. Sampling was performed one day prior to commence-
ment of dredging. Sampling locations were determined using a 6 by 11
orthogonal grid (Fig. 3, insert) wh i ch was established over the are a
using marker bouys. The samples were collected by insert ing a p las t ic
vial approximately 8 cm into the bot tom sediment which was selected
as a reasonable dredging depth for one pass of the dred ge suction head.

The path of the dre d ge through the area during f i l l ing  was
determined and bottom samples from grid locations along each path were
used to obtain composite properties of bottom sediments dre dged. Each
bot tom composite is the averaged gsd of 11 bottom samples and only 3
bottom samples were included in more than one composite average .

Three barge loads were sampled by coring the entire load. These
cores were obtained using a SLIC (Suction Line Insertion Corer) coring
device (Gold Coast , 1973) which collects a core 5 cm in diameter and up
to 3 m long. Coring was the sampling method selected because sediments
located at the bot tom of the barge load were subjected to less elut r ia—
tion ef fec t s  than upper layers.

Slurry samples were obtained during one f i l l ing  episode in an
a t tempt  to determine the gad of sediments washed from the barge during
the loading process. These samples were taken during the first  five
minutes and last five minutes of the 20 minute loading cycle and are
identified as the 0—5 mm.  and 15—20 aIm . elutriated sands on Table II
and Fig. 4.

Discussion: Three dredge and f i l l  episodes were monitored. How-
eve r , the composite gad’ s of the bottom and dredged sediments were so
similar, that only the averaged composite for the three runs is included
in Table II and Fig. 4. As with the Rockaw ay example , losses were from
the finer san d sizes and in this case , the barged sediment is nearly
0.14 sin coarser than bottom sediments. Textural analysis of these elu—
triated sands shows early losses confined to nearly one fine sand size
(0.13 sum for samp le 0—5 aim.) indicating that the barge was mainly
filled with water , and sediments washed overboard were fro m sizes too
fine to have settled from the slurry.  Later , when the barge was nearly
filled with sediment, there was less time for material  to settle to the
bottom and consequently overflow losses were from a wider range of sizes
(0.7 to 0.13 sum for sample 15—20 mm .) . Although these two elutriated
samples are insufficient to determine the composite grain size distri-
bution of all sediments lost during dredging/loading operations , they do

- - 
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support the interpretation that losses should be from the f iner  sizes
and that sediments deposited at the bot tom of a load would be less win-
nowed than those at the top . A third assumption might be that there
should exist a coarse size l imi t  to sediments lost during a specific
handling operation.

TABLE II Cumulative percentages coarser than phi size;
mean and sorting parameters ; and beach f i l l  model
predictions, New River Inle t , NC , 1975.

SEDIMENT SOURCES

Elutriated Sands Native Bottom Barge d
_______ ________ 

Beach Sand Sand
0—5mm 15—20mm

Phi Size —0.5 0.0 0.0 1.3 3.4
0.0 0.1 0.6 4.5 15.3
0.5 0.6 1.9 12.6 31.7
1.0 2.2 8.9 38.8 55.6
1.5 18.7 12.5 62.5 70.0
2.0 55.3 29.4 76.1 82.6
2.5 0.0 79.2 58.5 87.0 98.3
3.0 83.7 94.6  89.9 96.0 99.9
3.5 100.0 100.0 99.3 100.0 100.0

Mean Size (4) 3.00 2.03 2.39 1.51 1.04

Mean Size (sun) 0.13 0.24 0.19 0.35 0.49

Sortin g (4) 0.09 0.58 0.80 0.91 1.02

Fill Factor 
~~~~ 

— — — 1.00 1.00

Renourishmen t
Factor (Ri) — — — 0.29 0.13

Textural modifications due to handling have not affected the
beach fil l  model predictions too much in this case since the high energy
area dredged contains coarser—than—native beach sediments. Conse—
quently, inspection of Table II shows that the fill factor model (RA ’S)
predict, that no overfilling is necessary should either bottom or
dredged materials be selected as f i l l , and that both borrow materials
would out—last native sediments but that the coarser barged material

iIIIi~:i~ — - —- - - — — — - -
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wo ul d last about twice as long as bo t tom sediments (R j ’s).

Dredge production information can be used to est imate the volume
of sediments lost during these handling operations . ~he meai~ured pro-
duction rate in sand for the dred ge MERRITT is 10.8 a per minute .  The
barge CURRIT UCK , equipped with a disp lacement—type load mete r ing  system ,
took on 9.1 m 3/min average d over 115 loading cy cles needed to dred ge the
inlet channel to New River. Comparison of these two load rates suggest
that 15.7% of the sediments pumped were lost during barge filling. No
hulking factors were included in these calculations.

4.C’ -2 —
N (mm) S

— Barged  04 ( 0 4 9 )  I 02
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FIGURE 4 Composite grain size distributions for barged , bot tom
and elutriated sand samples. (Millimeter equivalents
of phi mean (M) in parentheses).

CONCLUDING RENARXS

This paper presents results, to date, of an ongoing e f f o r t  to
quan t i fy  and predict sediment losses associated with the nourishment of
beaches from offshore borrow sources. Therefore , conclusions as such
are premature and the following remarks are included to summarize trends
that recur in the analysis of the available data.

1. Dredging and handling operations seem to produce significant
textural differences between original bottom sediments and sediments
delivered to the beach . In general , these differences are am increase
in grain size and a decrease in the sorting of delivered vs. bottom
sand, , which are produced primarily by the winnowing of finer sediments.

-~ --- - -
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2. Textural changes produced through handl ing can affect the
estimates of overf i l l  and renourishment elements of project design . In
general , the changes tend to improve the predicted performance of actua l
sands delivered to the beach.

3. Volumetric losses resulting from winnowing associated with
plant  operations appear to be fairly high considering that a nearly 16%
loss is indicated in the New River example where coarse grained sedi-
ments were involved and a 10% loss is indicated at Rockaway Beach for
the rehandling and p lacement phases of that p r o j e c t .  Volumetric losses
during dredging for Rockaway could no~. be determined.

4. I t  is d i f f i c u l t  to obtain enough sand samples to adequately
describe offshore  borrow deposits and thus predict ing textural modifi-
cations due to dred ging F-ecome s d i f f i cu l t  as well . These data are
needed and one way to improve borrow site evaluation may be to conduct a
two phase investigation to f i rs t  determine the general location and
content of sand deposits within a region followed by a secon d and more
deta iled samp ling of what appears to be the best location(s).

5. Volumes of sediments lost during handling operations can be
expected to vary both with the type of equipment used and with the tex-
tural  properties of bottom sediments dred ged. Data that  describe the
performance of dred ging p lants are seldom detailed enough to account for
the many possible substrate conditions and thus an alternate technique
woul d be useful  to assess dredging losses. One approach that seems
promising uses composite textural propertieø of barge d and bottom sedi-
ments to es t imate  these losses but results us ing this appro ach are too
incomplete to discuss in this paper.
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